18e Rencontres Internationales de
la Mode à Hyères
Saturday, 28th April 2018

11.30 AM. «Talents, creating fashion beyond
the garment» moderated by Stéphane Wargnier
- Communication Director of Petit Bateau and 4th Year Director
of Studies at the Ecole de la Chambre Syndicale de la Couture
Parisienne. Trustee of the Villa Noailles in Hyères

Camille Bidault Waddington, Stylist and Fashion Consultant.
Camille Bidault-Waddington is a graduated from Studio Berçot. Her
first experience as a stylist was at Vogue France and she then settled in England. For six years she developed a freelance career with
the most avant-gardist current magazines. Her unique style enters
into the overall story telling of the projects she works on and these
have led her to work both with fashion brands and with magazines
such as Dazed, Purple, Document, M Le Monde, AnOther, Double,
System and photographers such as Nick Knight, Juergen Teller,
Mario Testino, Angelo Pennetta, Mario Sorrenti, Max Farago, Viviane Sassen, Harley Weir, Colin Dodgson, Collier Schorr, Casper
Sejersen, Theo Wenner, Terry Richardson and Robi Rodriguez.

Leaf_Greener, Journalist and Founder - LEAF WeChat
magazine
Leaf Greener is a fashion editor, writer, stylist and consultant, collaborating with worldwide famous luxury brands. Leaf is a native of
Beijing, where she studied at the Central Academy of Fine Art and
later earned bachelor degree in fashion design at Lasalle College
International and Beijing Institute Of Fashion Technology. She established her name as a Senior Fashion Editor for Condé Nast China‘s Self Magazine. In 2008, Leaf was appointed as Senior Fashion
Editor at ELLE China. She worked then as guest editor for Vogue
China magazine and Vogue Mini (Vogue China’s digital magazine).
In 2017, Leaf is appointed as a contributing editor at In Style China magazine. She is also the founder of LEAF WeChat magazine.

Stéphane Marais, Make-up artist.
An unmissable figure in Fashion Weeks, unmatched ally of the
greatest photographers and of the most aesthetic and influential magazines, Stéphane Marais is also engaged in the identities
of many houses via their advertising campaigns on paper or in
films. His remarkable work provides some of the most beautiful
fashion stories of recent years with another dimension altogether.

Etienne Russo, Founder and Producer – Villa Eugénie.
Etienne Russo is one of the first producer of fashion shows. He
is the creative mind that makes designers concepts a reality.
With 20 years of experience, Villa Eugenie, his company, has orchestrated the creative conception and production of over 800
fashion shows across the world, each one committed to translating
the vision of iconic designers and brands. He works with a rich
palette of expression modes including design, lights, music, video
and live performance and has extended is influence to the worlds
of contemporary culture, fine jewelry, cosmetics and fragrance

Frédéric Sanchez, Composer and Musical producer.
Frédéric Sanchez started his career in 1988 when the couturier Martin Margiela invited him to create the music for his first show. Since
then, he has worked with a large number of designers such as Calvin
Klein, Comme des Garçons, Erdem, Helmut Lang, Hermès, Jean
Paul Gaultier, Jil Sander, Marc Jacobs, Martine Sitbon and Prada. He
also works on creating sound identities and settings as well as installations and compositions in galleries, museums and public spaces.

